
Nothing compares with the SideWise refrigerator.
Distinctively different, and unsurpassed in elegance,
the SideWise has a cooling system capable of
maintaining and recovering cold temperatures better
than any other side-by-side model. Plus, the SideWise
offers more fridge and freezer space than any other
model, and it has superior storage flexibility.

Perfection in Performance and Design
The unparalleled features of the SideWise begin with 
its optional auto defrost system. No other refrigerator 
offers the smart technology that accurately regulates the
temperature in both the refrigerator and freezer to keep
frost from building up. Just set the clock on start-up,
and let the SideWise do all of the work automatically.
No programming, no monitoring, no worries.

The fan-assisted climate control cooling system distributes
cold air over, under and around food items, creating
ideal storage conditions. Controls monitor the ambient
temperature and automatically adjust to correctly cool 
inside the refrigerator.

Automatic ice makers come standard on all SideWise
refrigerators and produce a steady supply of ice in 
easy-to-access, removable storage bins. For the ultimate 
in convenience, some SideWise models also offer ice
dispensers in the door.
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Ultimate Flexibility

Increased freezer capacity holds 
35 percent more than competing 
side-by-side refrigerators.

Heavy-duty wire rack storage 
bins with high sides hold heavy 
and bulky items, including frozen 
foods, and slide out easily.

Adjustable door bins with Magic
Fingers™ hold items securely.

SideWise Features

Applications
Motorhomes • Fifth wheels

Exceptional Performance

Exclusive climate control
cooling system ensures optimum
performance, regardless of
ambient temperatures, and 
saves energy.

Two-way or electric power operates efficiently.

Eye-level electronic controls with standby mode allow for
easy operation and monitoring.

Rugged steel frame – the toughest
in the industry – keeps unit sturdy
mile after mile.

Vacuum-insulated panels increase door storage,
temperature control and energy efficiency in the thinnest
panels of any competing refrigerator.

Automatic front-frame heater provides heat around the
solid steel frame to prevent condensation on the outside of
the refrigerator cabinet.

CFC- and HCFC-free insulation improves 
operating efficiency.

Convenient Storage

Adjustable Shelf Guards™ prevent
food from falling out, and a slide-out
shelf makes access easier.

Versatile Racking System™ allows
for customized storage options.

Tip-out freezer door shelves
and sliding freezer bins expand
storage options.

Deep crispers and meat
locker provide plenty of
storage space.

Tall bottle retainer in door
holds bottles securely in place.



Innovative Design

Automatic ice
maker adds 
an element 
of convenience.

Halogen interior lighting
in both sides uses less 
energy and illuminates the
entire interior.

Offset door configuration and
stainless steel exterior in black 
or platinum smudge-proof finish
give an upscale appearance.

Insert panels available to
customize the exterior.

Doors open a full 180
degrees for easy access.

Positive lock doors ensure
refrigerator stays closed 
during travel.

Sliding center shelf
pulls out easily for 
convenient access.
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Specifications

NDA1402, NDR1402
2-way power

64-17/64" H x 33-11/16" W x 29-5/8" D Overall

63-3/16" H x 32-3/4" W x 26-1/16" D Recess

328 lbs. installed weight

NEA1402, NDE1402
Electric power

64-17/64" H x 33-11/16" W x 29-5/8" D Overall

63-11/64" H x 32" W x 26-1/16" D Recess

300 lbs. installed weight

Superior Warranty
Covered by Dometic’s 3-Year Protection Plus warranty.
IMPORTANT: Refer to product manual for proper installation and operation.

All weights are approximate.

 


